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PlannerTech 5 digital engagement trends to watch in 2014
John O’Callaghan

The future of online engagement is 
mobile, appified and interactive.
This aside, it’s also going to be something 
the clunky systems of the past have failed 
to deliver, something that our culture and 
the economy are demanding, a return to 
the human value of trust with a focus on 
personable experiences. With the world 
speeding towards a convergence of realities, 
how will planning facilitate the future form 
and function of our cities? Here are my top 5 
digital engagement tips to watch in 2014:

1. Digital idea bombing
If asking for community input, forget the 
online survey, an evolving, dynamic and fun 
platform is the new status quo. In 2014, 
early adopters will be looking to enhance 
the engagement experience online, making 
it enjoyable and by doing so, building loyalty 
and trust with the community. Padlet, a 
web based platform, provides you with a 
blank ‘wall’, custom web address and the 
opportunity to design it depending on your 
needs. Likewise, IdeaShare and iBrainstorm, 
are two additional platforms focused on the 
collaborative sharing of ideas. 

2. Infographics become the norm
Once you have your ideas, how do you present 
them? Applications like easel.ly, infogr.
am and Canva, are making it easier than 
ever to convey complex ideas into designs. 
These online tools are the alternative to 
expensive, complicated software, and provide 
the opportunity to collaborate with anyone, 
anywhere (or so they claim). A great way to 
visualise data, infographics can be created 
with relative ease and used to present 
statistics at public meetings, jazz up your 
social media accounts or create flyers for 
upcoming events.  

3. Government 2.0: more relevant 
than ever
The rise of online engagement has 
flattened traditional social hierarchies 
and allowed for the flow of information 
horizontally. In Utah, the State Government 
has championed a flatter, more transparent 
model, which provides the opportunity for 
anyone to connect County officials directly 
through a variety of social media channels. 
On arrival to the Utah website, a twitter 
feed provides you with the latest news 
while a popup box asks you to update your 
location (recognising my location as being 
outside Utah). With more than 15 ways to 
connect, Utah is just a click away. 

4. One foot in the web, the other on 
the street
A balance between online and real world 

engagement will continue to deliver 
the best results in 2014. Over the past 
few years, online engagement has 
been a catalyst for DIY Urbanism, place 
making, and community based urban 
renewal projects across the world. Made 
in Lambeth is an online system that 
mobilises social capital with a focus on 
digital projects to facilitate connection in 
the real world. While Made in Lambeth 
is community run with Council support, 
another platform with a different angle 
but similar outcome, is Projexity, a 
crowdfunding website that helps you design 
and build projects in your neighborhood.

5. Augmented Cities (for better or worse)
Last year PlannerTech looked at an 
augmented reality app called Layar, a 
new(ish) way of seeing the world in all its 
digital glory. While there are now many 
similar apps available on the market, with 
the release of Google Glass, augmented 
reality has again jumped ahead bringing 
the future to the now. One question we 
should ask is how can we, as Planners, use 
this technology to solve urban problems 
and inspire community? Who knows maybe 
you have an idea? If you do, I encourage you 
to pursue it. After all, this is the future n
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Mike Svikis reports that there are plenty 
of changes in the Grafton office of DP & 
I in recent times. Following a restructure 
within the department Steve Murray has 
been appointed as General Manager of the 
Northern Region based in Grafton.  Katrina 
Burbidge has been appointed a Senior 
Planner at the Grafton office after 7 years 
at GHD Coffs Harbour.  Paul Garnett and 
Carlie Boyd have been appointed Senior 
Planners (internal appointments). Tamara 
Prentice has been appointed planner, 
coming over from Clarence Valley Council.

Norma Shankie-Williams has joined 
AECOM as a Technical Director within the 
Design and Planning team for the Southern 
Australia region, based in Sydney.  Norma 
comes from the NSW Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure where she 
was Director of Metropolitan and Regional 
Strategies and delivered the Metropolitan 
Plan for Sydney to 2036 in 2010, and the 
draft Metropolitan Strategy to 2031 in 2013. 
In her new role Norma will be working on a 
number of projects including the structure 
plans for WestConnex and Broader WSEA. 
Hill PDA Consultants has appointed 
Tim Gavan as Principal of Property 
Economics and Advisory. Tim brings more 
than 25 years of advisory, valuation and 
development industry experience. He has 
held senior positions with Austcorp Group, 
LandMark White, IPA Partners and was the 
inaugural CEO for BlueCHP a not-for-profit 
community housing provider and affordable 
housing development company.
After over 17 years, Alison Brown is saying 
a fond farewell to BBC Consulting Planners 
and moving to Urbis to take up a role as 
Associate Director in their Planning Team.
Andrew Johns has joined Lachlan Shire 
Council as their new Director Environment 
and Planning and Annalise Cummings is 
the new Manager Planning Services at 
Parkes Shire Council.

In slightly late news, EMM Mitchell is 
pleased to announce that Drs Michael and 
Louise Askew, both social planners, joined 
their Newcastle office late last year. Liz 
Webb and Wendy McLean have also joined 
to head a new groundwater service.
And the latest from the Strategic Planning 
Team at Camden, Chris Lalor retired at the 
end of December. He has been subsequently 
re-engaged by Council for 12 months to 
undertake a number of special projects. 
Tina Chappell took over from Chris as Team 
Leader Land Use & Planning.  Tina was 
previously working for Council on a casual 
basis and has extensive planning experience 
in both state and local government. 
Vanessa Morschel, Council’s Section 
94 planner resigned from Council in 
November to take up a planning  position 
with Greenfields Developments.  Ron 
Dowd has been appointed to the Section 
94 planner position.  Jeff Williams, Team 
Leader Growth Centres, left Council last 
August to take up a position with the Lands 
Department at Nowra.  Kate Speare has 
been appointed as Jeff’s replacement.  
Kate was previously with the Department of 
Planning and Infrastructure.
We’re always pleased to receive staff 
updates, announcements and other news 
you would like to share. Email your updates 
to nikphilps@gmail.com 
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